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THE J3(i NEWS

Wednesday, November 14,1984

Budget deficit:
by Deborah Schmook
managing editor

Call 1-300-USA-DEBT display
bumper stickers and sign petitions against wasteful government spending.
George Goldberger gave these
suggestions yesterday as ways
citizens can convince their congressmen to implement the 2,478
ways to cut the deficit listed in
the president's Private Sector
Survey Jan. 16.
Goldberger is assistant to

Peter Grace, the PPSS chairman and chief executive officer
of W.R. Grace & Co. in New
York.
"There is no incentive to save
money in the federal government. We're spending $1.25 for
every $1 we take in," said Goldberger, during his speech sponsored by the Management
Center.''We need to bring things
more in line with the way things
are run in the private sector.
According to the PPSS, a privately-funded commission set

up by President Ronald Reagan
in 1982, the budget can be cut
$424.4 billion over the next three
years if the Grace Commission's
suggestions are implemented.
"WE'VE DONE all we can as
far as presenting information,"
Goldberger said. "Now it's up to
the citizens."
Goldberger said about 75 percent of the suggestions given to
Reagan require congressional
approval. This means concerned
citizens must push their con-
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Citizens urge Congress
to cut wasteful spending
gressmen to vote for spending
cuts, he said.
He said 16 percent of the remaining 25 percent, which do not
need congressional approval,
have been implemented since
the report was issued.
Some of the findings of the
PPSS include the following:
• Civil service and military
pensions are three and six
times, respectively, the pensions of workers within the private sector.
• The Veterans Administra-

tion takes 56 days longer than
the private sector to process a
medical claim, costing taxpayers an additional $272 million
over three years.
•The Army spends $4.20 to
Grecess a payroll check while $1
; the average amount paid by
the private sector.
THESE FACTS are only a few
of those listed in the PPSS' findings, where volunteer inspectors
wrote 23,000 pages of suggested
budget cuts.

Goldberger said Grace and
political columnist Jack Anderson have formed Citizens
Against Waste in an effort to
unite concerned citizens who
want Congress to implement
PPSS suggestions.
The group will present petitions in Washington, D.C., when
Congress reconvenes in January, Goldberger said.
Students may get petitions
and more information on wasteful federal spending by calling
the hotline number fisted above.

Sniper kills runner, self
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) - A 19-year-old sniper who
killed a former Olympic sprinter and wounded a
wrestler before taking his own life underwent
about six weeks of psychological counseling after
slashing his wrists in August, his fraternity brothers said Tuesday.
On Monday, Michael E. Feher of Everett,
Wash., blackened his face and donned combat
fatigues before entering the stadium with two
high-powered rifles and about 300 rounds of ammunition.
Chris Brathwaite. 35, of Eugene, who competed
for his native country, Trinidad, as a sprinter in
the 1976 and 1980 Olympic Games, was found dead
on a bicycle path near the stadium about 11:30
a.m., police said.
The wrestler, identified as Rick O'Shea, 22, was
taken to Sacred Heart General Hospital, where he
was in satisfactory condition suffering from
wounds to the shoulder and buttocks, hospital
spokesman Alan Yordy said.
FEHER'S AUGUST suicide attempt was made
at the University of Oregon's Autzen Stadium - the
site of Monday's shooting. Feher walked to Sacred
Heart General Hospital for treatment, said Philip
Rogan, who lived next door to Feher at the Delta
Tau Delta fraternity house.
"He didn't go out to kill anybody," Rogan added.
"He went out of the house to kill himself."

Feher, a psychology major, was a student at the
university last year but had not enrolled this
semester. He had been living on campus at the
fraternity house.
Asked to speculate why Feher chose the stadium
for his attempted suicide and the sniping, another
fraternity brother, Fred Freeman, 20, said: "Mike
was a performer. He chose Autzen Stadium because it was a place he would perform."
Police had not yet counted the cartridges found
in the 40,000-seat stadium after Feher opened fire
Monday, but estimated 65 to 75 shots were fired .
FRATERNITY PRESIDENT Jim Stewart said
Feher had "problems with studies, problems with
women, problems that you and I could deal with."
A spokesman for the university's central information office said Feher was not currently enrolled, but had attended school last year, went to
summer school and had filed papers to register for
the spring semester.
Lane county District Attorney Pat Horton said
he did not believe the shootings were related to the
Veterans Day holiday.
"The university is terribly saddened by the
tragic events of this morning... We trust that the
community will support those involved," said
Richard Hill, provost and academic vice president
for the university, at a news conference later
Monday.

Rajiv Gandhi promises
to pursue past policies
NEW DELHI, India (AP) Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, in
his first major address since
taking over for his slain mother,
pledged Monday to pursue her
socialist and left-leaning nonaligned policies.
He applauded India's relations with the Soviet Union and
gave only curt recognition to
economic, technical and cultural ties with the United States.
"We highly value the wideranging and time-tested
relationship with the Soviet
Union, based upon mutual cooperation, friendship and vital support when most needed,"
Gandhi said.
He described relations with
Washington only as "multi-faceted," but said India "attaches

importance" to the aid it receives from the United States.
In a nationally broadcast
speech hours after his appointment as president of the governing Congress Party, Gandhi
promised to preserve the "precious legacy of his mother,
Indira Gandhi, who was assassinated Oct. 31 by two Sikh security guards.
"I PLEDGE TO.. .workfora
united, strong and prosperous
India, an India devoted to the
cause of peace," the 40-year-old
former airline pilot said in a 15minute speech ne delivered first
in Hindu and then in English.
In a reference to U.S. military
sales to neighboring Pakistan,

Gandhi said India's security was
threatened by sophisticated
arms "inducted on a large scale
into our neighborhood." He said
the Indian government would
continue to modernize its armed
forces, fifth largest in the world,
to defend the country's borders.
He said India and Pakistan,
which have fought three wars
since partition of the subcontinent in 1947, should work for
"non-interference, peaceful coexistence and nonahgnment."
He said relations with China,
which inflicted a crushing defeat
on India in a 1962 border war,
were "improving" and New
Delhi would continue to seek a
"satisfactory solution" to their
territorial disputes.
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Stretching out

Michael Heaney. graduate student in geology, casts a weary shadow on the jogging track of Eppler South
gymnasium as the afternoon sun peers through the arched window.

Plagiarism may result in serious consequences
Editor's note: This is the
first in a three-part series on
academic dishonesty. Tomorrow's story deals with makeup exams.
by Benjamin Marrison
staff reporter

Students facing the task of
writing a term or research
paper beware: The consequences associated with plagiarism are serious.
According to Michael Robins, chairman of the University s Academic Honesty
Committee, "Whenever you
copy ideas and try to pat
them off as your own, It's
fraudulent and illegal - it's
student's handbook,
the University Student Code,
states "... cneating and plagiarism are destructive to the
central purposes of the University ana are universally
disapproved."
The code requests each faculty member to give a
statement of his or her definitions and policies regarding
cheating and plagiarism during the introduction to the
course. It also states that
"every instance of dishonesty
as defined ... will be reported."

Robins said this is not always the case.
He said some professors
have a problem detecting plagiarism of papers. "For instance, a professor has a
weak student who turns in a
strong paper and he (the professor) Knows it isn't the work
of the student," Robins said.

"I can remember seeing
ads in the News tor companies selling research papers." he said. "This, too, is
plagiarism and it is against
University policy."
Many professors have reduced the number of assigned
papers for fear of plagiarism
and the "sleuthing" nec-

ANOTHER GIVEAWAY is
in style, he said. "If a freshman-level person turns in a
Ph.D. dissertation, I know he
or she didn't do the work," he
said.
In his three years at the
University, Hoppenstand has
never run into a plagiarism

cheat, they will only cheat
themselves," he said.
' He believes they also will
pay some day for plagiarizing. "They may not get
caught in my class, or at the
Universityr he said, "but
somewhere down the road, all
cheaters will be caught and
punished - maybe by the IRS

Plagiarism
z ^ar
"THE PROBLEM arises
(in this case) because the
professor does not have the
time to go sleuthing around,
trying to determine where the
plagiarism has occurred,"
Robins said.
"There is no major problem of plagiarism here, or at
least I'm not aware of one,"
he added.
Another problem Robins
mentioned is purchasing of
research papers from private
companies.

essary to confirm it, Robins
said.
Gary Hoppenstand does not
hold this philosophy.
Hoppenstand, associate
professor of popular culture,
has assigned his 120 students
a 20-page research paper Just
as he has the last three years.
He said he knows the
sources students use and
added, "It's kind of a giveaway when they talk specifically about a topic and don't
attribute the source."

case. "I assume my students
will be honest until I am proven otherwise," he said.
"A few times something
will be written down and not
footnoted - not because the
student is plagiarizing, but
due to ignorance of footnoting
procedures," Hoppenstand
said.
What Hoppenstand said
bothers him is that time spent
copying a paper well enough
to disguise plagiarism could
be spent researching and
writing the paper. "If they do

(Internal Revenue Service)."
If a student is caught plagiarizing a paper at the University, the professor chooses
whether the minimum or
maximum penalty will be enforced.
PENALTIES FOR an undergaduate vary from failing
the paper to failing the
course. Graduate students
face a stiffer penalty.
"Plagiarism or other forms
of dishonesty by a graduate
student associated with nonformal course material" (for

example, a thesis or dissertation) can lead to a minimum
of suspension for one semester to expulsion, according to
the student code.
For second offenses, the
maximum penalty for all students may be a longer suspension, dismissal or greater
degree of punishment.
Students cannot appeal the
penalty - only the charge.
The faculty member is required to confer with the student before assessing the
penalty. He also is required to
notify the student's academic
dean of the penalty imposed.
The student has 10 days
from when he receives notice
of his penalty to confer with
his dean about his case.
If a student disagrees with
the charge, he or she may
appeal.
The University Academic
Honesty Committee has appellate jurisdiction in cases of
academic dishonesty. The
student has 10 days from notice of penalty to file a written
appeal with the committee.
The committee has the
power to suspend a penalty
and to impose appropriate
conditions as a corollary.
Final appeal jurisdiction
rests with University President Paul Olscamp.
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-EditorialPolicy in Central
America hapless
Last Tuesday, Americans sat glued to their
television screens watching the re-election of
President Reagan, possibly unaware that high
ranking Pentagon officials had leaked rumors that
they suspected the Soviet Union had been shipping
MiG-21 fighters to Nicaragua.
Later that night and early the next morning
television and newspaper journalists told the country about a Soviet cargo ship that had been traced
from its dock in the U.S.S.R. to a port inside
Nicaragua. Americans waited and wondered what
the reaction of the president to whom they had just
given their overwhelming approval would be.
After several days of tough talk from Washington
and cries of invasion from the Sandinista regime,
we learned the Soviets had shipped not MiGs, but
helicopters. One cannot blame the Nicaraguans for
suspecting us of planning an invasion. We mined
their harbors; we give weapons to the contras that
want to overthrow the Sandinistas; and headlines
from Grenada have not faded from memory.
We realize the Soviets would like Nicaragua to
become a twin pawn to Cuba, but we also know that
Nicaragua is a sovereign state.
We feel the Reagan administration should listen
to the thoughts of the U.S.-allied Contadora countries - Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia and Panama and support a joint departure for ourselves and the
Soviets from Central America.
The Contadora group wants free democratic
elections in all countries, not superpowers seeking
political advantage.
The U.S. should not seek political position in
Central America; we should be seeking peace.

Dollar makes Swiss
merchants grovel
by Art Buchwald
Every time I read the dollar
is getting stronger I am filled
with patriotic fervor and I'm
proud to be an American.
Therefore I was very annoyed when my French friend
Alain came to Washington for a
banking conference. I was prepared to be kind to him ana not
Brag. Instead I found him patronizing ME.
"I am sorry your dollar is
doing so well against the French
franc," he said.
"What do you mean you're
sorry it's doing so well? Do you
realize I can now buy 10 francs
for the dollar?"
"I know you can, and it's all
right with us, because now we
can export all our snails to the
United States and Americans
can afford to buy them. But we
can't afford to buy any American snails because they're too
expensive. You people should
have a $5 million trade deficit in
snails alone by the end of the
year. That's why I feel sorry for
you."
"The reason the dollar is
strong, Alain, is because the rest
of the world has faith in it. Our
tourists can go anywhere and
just by flashing greenbacks foreign merchants will grovel on
the floor."
"Yes, but while they're groveling, they're buying United
States Treasury notes with dollars. The reason is that you
people are paying higher interest rates for money than anyone
else."
"What's wrong with that?"
"Nothing, except your budget is so out of whack you have
to continually borrow money
from all over the world to meet
your $200 billion deficit. As long
as you have large budget deficits people will stay in dollars.
Your dollar may be strong but
your economy is in a mess.'
"How can we have a strong
dollar and an economic mess at
the same time?"
"It's good to have a solid
currency, but not one that

makes it impossible to compete
in the world marketplace. Let us
So back to our snails. Because
le franc is so weak, the French
can undercut the price of American snails. So while you people
are buying French snails, American snail producers have to lay
off their workers because they
have no market for them. Every
country with a weak currency is
flooding the United States with
their exports, and all you people
can do with the dollar is borrow
more of them to pay your debt."
"You're Just saying that because you want us to go back to
having a weak dollar against a
strong French franc."
"Up to a point. But we don't
want you people to go into a
recession, or you won t be able
to buy any French snails. Also,
with a weak dollar we would
start buying American snails
again, and that would hurt the
export of French snails."
"How would you suggest we
weaken our dollar?"
"You can't weaken it now
unless you start printing more
dollars, and that would only lead
to inflation. If the dollar became
inflated everyone would get into
something more comfortable,
like gold or the Japanese yen.
Then you wouldn't be able to sell
any more loans to meet the
interest on your debt, and you'd
be worse off than Brazil and
Argentina."
"'Alain, here I was willing to
commiserate with you about
your weak franc, and all you're
doing is gloating about our
strong dollar. Well, let me tell
you something. I don't like
French snails, and neither do
most Americans."
"Okay, forget snails. How
would you like to buy this
French alligator tennis shirt for
half the price you would have to
pay for an American one?"
"Ill take all you've got."
"That's why I feel sorry for
you."
Art Buchwald is a writer for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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Election leaves memories

Where were the issues in '84?
by George F. Will
If you are easily entertained
-if you are the sort of person who
sees drama in the sight of, say, a
small mailman delivering a big
package - last week's election
ended 12 months of golden memories.
My favorite is of Gary Hart
describing how, if a Czech airliner penetrated U.S. airspace
heading for the air-defense center in Colorado Springs, he
would order interceptors to peek
in the windows to see if the
passengers were wearing uniforms. I think we should helicopter Gary up there and let him
stand on the planes wing to get his
investigative peek.
But among the other fascinating features of these 12
months have been things left
unsaid, or said and then soon
abandoned.
Twelve months ago, seven
Democrats (Jesse Jackson had
not yet entered the Syrian primary; can you name the
seven?) were elbowing one another and stepping on each other's insteps in the struggle to see
who would break his lance
against Ronald Reagan. A presidential commission - announcing a crisis, of course - had all
the candidates rattling on about
one issue. What was it? Education, the decline and fall thereof.
But that issue was worn out by
Thanksgiving, and little has
been heard about it since, for
two reasons.
First, saturation journalism,
especially on television, quickly
wears out most issues, or at
least the public's interest in
them. Some issues are more
durable than others. It took two
weeks to beat into a shapeless
pulp the Good-Lord-(If-YouWiU-Pardon-the Expression )Religion-and-Politics-Are-Getting-Tangled-Up-In-This-NationBegun-By-Pilgrims issue.
But another reason the education issue withered is that the
electorate is smarter than it was
even a decade ago. It knows that
education always has been, is
today, should be, and will for the
foreseeable future remain, primarily the responsibility of state
and local governments, and will
be influenced only marginally
by federal decisions.
The same is true of another
issue that, you may have noticed, is no longer noticeable as
a national issue. Last year, in
one out of every five households,
someone suffered an assault,
burglary, larceny, rape or robbery. Few of the criminals involved were or will be caught,
and fewer will be prosecuted,
and fewer still will be convicted.
In California, where one-tenth of
the electorate lives (lives anxiously, evidently), a reliable poll
reveals that crime is now the
foremost concern. Yet crime

nas not been an issue in the
presidential campaign.
One reason is that crime is
declining. For the first time in 20
years the crime rate has declined in two consecutive years.
That fact has, naturally .caused
the administration to puff out its
chest and point with pride.
Never mind that, as conservatives know, and if they were out
of office would be quick to proclaim, the decline has little to do
with government action at any
level and almost nothing to do
with federal action. It has a lot
to do with demography. There is
a decline in the crime rate because there is, at the moment, a
decline in the number of young
men betwen the ages 16 and 25.
The phrase "demography is
destiny" contains much truth,
including the conservative truth
that social dynamics often govern life more than government
does. But that truth sometimes
limits the ability to brag.

However, the main reason Louisiana's Russell Lone, Ficrime is not an issue is not that nance; Georgia's Sam Nunn,
the crime rate has changed. It is Armed Services; Florida's Lawthat the electorate has changed. ton Chiles,Budget; South CaroIt recognizes that federal policy lina's Fritz Hollings,
is peripheral to the problem.
Commerce.
Like the issues that were not,
The only chairmanships the
now that November 6 has South would have lost are those
passed, issues another interest- held by Republicans Strom
ing aspect of this election was a Thurmond of South Carolina
regional bonanza that was not (Judiciary) and Jesse Helms of
certain to materialize before North Carolina (Agriculture). If
hand, and afterward has shown you count Kentucky as part of
that the South has gotten over the South, Democratic capture
any grudges it may have been of the senate would have kept
holding against the conservative the Agriculture chairmanship in
North.
the region, with Kentucky's WalThe Republicans retaining ter Heddleston.
control of the Senate was the
But correct thinkers do not
worst defeat for the South since count Kentucky as part of the
the Army of the Potomac com- South, that state having behaved
reasonably well in those days
pleted the siege of Petersburg.
If Democrats had recaptured when Lincoln said he hoped to
the Senate, these Southerners have God on his side but had to
would have acquired (in some have Kentucky.
cases re-acquire) committee
George F. Will is a writer for
chairmanships: Mississippi's the Washington Post Writers
John Stennis, Appropriations; Group.
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Letters
Walkman wearers are
not rude people
On Nov. 8, Cathy Cole wrote
an editorial complaining about
Walkman and "boom boxes." I
agree about the boom boxes.
Anybody who turns those up to
the point that people more than
50 feet away hear them are most
definitely bordering on rude behavior. But what in the world is
so offensive about Walkmans?
Cathy, they're not telling you
they don't want "anything to do
with you." To how many of those
people
would you say more than
r
'Hi!" anyway? I'm willing to
bet you might not even make
that effort to 90 percent of these
people anyway.
OK, so you like to walk in
solitude and think. So what? You
can't think to music? Many of
my friends and I always study
with the stereo on. So what's the
problem with thinking with a
Walkman on? And what if
you've lust awakened or are
coming home from a test and
you just want to jam for a little
while? Some of my friends even
listen to tapes of their lectures
on these "offensive" boxes.
The BG News is a good newspaper with consistently good
articles and editorials. Some
inform, some entertain and
some make you think. Yours
accomplishes none of these. The
editor made a poor judgment
call by including this poor editorial. Your ideal of a private
walking area is downright infeasible and foolish. It's a shame
you're already a senior, I'd like
to recommend you chance your
major from journalism. Now, if
you'll excuse me. I'm going to
shut my "mind and ears off to

everything that is going on
around me" and listen to some
Zeppelin.
Mark Klein
52«E. Reed #7

Group billing for
damages is unfair
Why in the world do we oncampus students have to be
Group Billed for damages? The
old system, in which the damages were divided equally
amongst all students living on
campus, seemed perfectly fair.
What possible reason is there for
all of this additional paperwork
involved in billing the people
held responsible in this silliness? We all end up paying
about the same amount of
money anyhow, under either
system, but with the old system,
there is no money needed to pay
people to divide the expense
amongst the people living near
the damage and billing them
and putting all of that in envelopes, etc.
The old system would have all
of us on-campus students paying
for the damages. No ''group
billing" silliness. No notification
to those to be billed that they will
have to pay more than $25
should the damage be that
great, and by the way, who is
going to pay tor billing all of us?'
That costs money.
Then, in every dorm, there is
bound to be areas that are just
beyond the control of everyone,
and should these areas be damaged, there is going to be group
billing for this. Would you all out
there really want to pay for this
sort of thing outright? I would
not. I would rather not know
about it. I would rather just be

billed for this through my dorm
fees, knowing that the next
year's group of residents would
have to pay for my year's damage. At least under the old system, I could just chalk up the
slight added expense to my
dorm fee to the modern, destructive times we live in. There are
<ust things you cannot control.
You should not have to pay for
them, too.
Paul M. Ftore
1022 Off enhaner West

Madman Ron belongs
in the Oval Office
The election is over and coming from me this may sound odd,
but I'm elated over the results.
A feeling of purpose inundated
my soul As the returns and
projections rolled in, I was
awestruck and stupefied. The
rich and the racists, the warmongers and the young elected a
madman back to office.
In a way that's not so bad.
Reagan's victory inspires me to
go out and champion civil rights,
help the poor and try to maintain
peace on earth. The electoral
c«rnage that took place on 6
November rids me of my lethargy and compels me to help
build a dam in order to hold back
the wave of narrow-minded conservatism. This election shows
that Americans are a herd of
media-oriented idiots whose
only interest is in themselves.
We did not elect a president;
we elected a well-organized, uneducated, charismatic puppet.
MattMaboney
lODarrow

German death camps
should be rekindled
Editor's Note:Tbe following is
intended to be a critical comment on Eric Anderson's Nov. 7
commentary. It is not meant to
be taken as anti-«emitic.
We read the article concerning American foreign policy toward Israel by Mr. Eric
Anderson with much delight - at
last a man who speaks what the
rest of us axe afraid to say
except to ourselves in the darkness of the night.
There are at present some 5
million Jews in America, each
one of whom is more or less of an
alien and unhealthy race. Furthermore, we believe the concentration camps in Europe are
well preserved by the German
government and by Zionists who
visit Auschwitz, Dachau and the
like each year. Why not put
these facilities to the just and
merciful use for which they
were created?
Since the American people
have given President Reagan a
conservative mandate it is time
we acted and rid ourselves of the
noxious parasitic growth. Since
the majority of Jews in America
are from East Europe, they or
their ancestors were, no doubt,
involved in communist theory
and practice.
Therefore, we propose to deport these sons and daughters of
Germany and East Europe back
to their places of origin to be
dealt with by the lawful ministers of justice of those countries in any way they see fit
Robert Cooperman
Mart Andre
Department of English

Local
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$25,000 requested
for group home
by Don Lee
staff reporter

The city of Bowling Green is
asking the state for money to
refurbish a group home at 432 S.
Main St. run by the Wood County
Board of Mental Retardation.
Carolyn Lineback. city grants
administrator, said yesterday
the city will request $25,000 from
the Ohio Department of Development on Friday. The money
will be spent improving "major
systems in the home and on the
addition of safety equipment.
Although the request is being
made at the stale level, the
funding would come from the
federal government under the
Mental Rehabilitation Program,
Lineback said.
Greg Bair, residential coordinator for the mental retardation
board, said total cost for repairs
would be between $54,000 and
$60,000, with the difference com-

ing from the board's capital
improvement fund.
IMPROVEMENTS to be made
include heater repair, installation of a sprinkler system, repairs to the roof and installation
of doors and firewalls, Lineback
said.
Doug McVey, board superintendent, said a new heating and
air conditioning system and additional insulation in the roof
also were needed.
McVey said the home, which
has been' functioning for 5%
years, houses eight males ranging in age from 19 to 45. Most
were employed by Wood Lane
Industries, the board-run sheltered workshop, and two attended Wood Lane Schools.
There is one resident staff member.
The residents are considered
to be in the "upper end (less
severe) of the mentally-retarded range," McVey said.

Hunger awareness program goal
In the midst of Hunger
Awareness Week, the Social
Justice Committee is sponsoring programs designed to
educate the public about
world hunger and raise
money for hunger-relief organizations such as Oxfam
America.
According to Julie Webb,
senior public relations major
and Social Justice Committee
member, the week is designed to familiarize students
with hunger and Oxfam.
She said that organization
has "a good reputation for
actually delivering money
and food to people who need

Dateline
Wednesday, Nov. 14

Master Class - Pianist Barbara Wasson will give a free
master class 9:30 a. m. to noon in
Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free and
open to all.

it, rather than going through
the government where it
sometimes gets sidetracked."
Events planned for the rest
of the week include a session
on hunger in the United
States, with Kathleen Hpward-Merriam, associate professor of political science,
today at 8 p.m. in 403 Moseley
Hall.
Howard-Merriam plans to
discuss the relationship of
hunger to the lives of women
with a focus on the problems of Ethiopian refugees,
she said.
"Most of those suffering in
Ethiopia are women," How-

ard-Merriam said. "I plan to
talk about food availability,
agricultural policies ana
women - they are the major
producers of food in many
countries."
Students are encouraged to
fast tomorrow, Webb said.
"The fast is designed for two
purposes," she said. "Students can donate the money
that they would have spent on
food. This can give people a
personal feeling for hunger
and make them really aware
that some people don't get to
eat at all - even in the United
States."

Campus Commuter Organization - There will be a general
meeting at 1:30 p.m. in the basement of Moseley Hall.
Brass Quintet - The BG Brass
Quintet will give a concert at 8
p.m. in the Bryan Recital Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free and open to all.
Public Skating - There will be

public skating 8 to 10 p.m. at the
Ice Arena. Cost for students is
$1.25 with a valid ID. Skate
rental is 50 cents.
Theater Production - "Summer and Smoke" will be performed at 8 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium of University Hall.
Tickets are $2 for students and
$4 for all others.

WEBB SAD) there are milk

cartons in campus dining
halls, the Union, Myle's,
Dexter's, Taco Bell and Dairy
Queen to collect money and
food coupons.
The coupons collected will
be sold back to students at a
discount and money from that
will be donated to Oxfam,
Webb said.
The fund-raising goal is $1,500, she said.
Students can end their fast
with a coffeehouse/soup supBr at 8 p.m. in the Fireside
unge at St. Thomas More.
Webb said the drive is traditionally held before
Thanksgiving, when Americans usually eat a great deal.
Dateline, a daily service of the
News, lists dates and times of
campus events. Submissions by
all organizations are welcome
and must be turned in typed and
double-spaced one week prior to
the event.
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LEARN TO SPEED READ

^

*
There's no need to pay hundreds of dollars to
commercial speed reading outfits - sign up for
EDCI 101: Speed Reading. Students cut their
study time in half. Skim up to 2,000 wpm - with
comprehension, double and triple their textbook reading speeds.
V^.

Spring Semester ■ Sect. 1140 1:0O-2:3O TR

^t

SKI CLUB IS SPONSORING
• RAFFLE NEW DYNASTAR SKIS 185 cm
: Tickets $1.00 - Buy from any Ski Club member

GREAT Bar-B-Q Ribs & Chicken
Not a daily special but special everyday.
Now thru 11/17/84 75* off all ribs or chicken,
the best in town.

• TRIP TO UTAH • Sign up Wed. nights 070 Overman
7:30 p.m. THIS WED. • Mandatory for members

BJ.'s hod Emporium
143 E. Wooster
352-7603

• TRIP TO BOYNE MT. • Dec. 1416 $60.00

Applications Are Now Being Accepted For

EDITOR
of
THE J3CL NEWS
Term: Spring and Fall Semesters 1985
Applications available: 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: Thursday, November 15, 1984

Bring in your coupons from those other guys and
Have it your way at Burger King!*
Just buy a Whopper*, fries and soft drink and
give us any other restaurant's coupon and we'll give
you a second Whopper* free of charge.
You don't need to settle for second best when
you can have a delicious flame broiled Whopper* just the way you like it.
Offer good at Burger KingL in Bowling Green

SENIORS!!
THIS IS YOUR LUST CHANCEII
The senior portrait photographer for The
KEY yearbook is here RIGHT NOW for the
last time this year. Don't be left out of
the 1985 senior section.

Portraits are being taken now through Nov. 20.
To make your appointment call 372-0086 or stop
by The KEY office at 310 Student Services.
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Blood donation record set USG may change
by Ellen Zlmmerli
sl»H reportet

The bloodmobile set a new
record for four-day collections
with 1,024 pints of blood collected on campus last week.
That is an average of 2S6 pints a
day, compared to 247 at the
same time last year.
Judy Goris, Red Cross blood
coordinator, said this may have
been due to a smaller deferment
of students and a higher number
of walk-ins. A student is deferred when he is turned away
for health reasons which prevent him from giving blood.
Bowling Green bloodmobile is
also the largest of any in the 10

regions which serve the northwestern Ohio area.
"There were an awful lot of
first-time donors," Goris said,
"but there were an awful lot who
came back, too."
Although there is no one type
of student who donates blood,
Goris said she does see one
common trait.
"They are a very giving, open,
Eenerous person. They have to
e that kind of person or they
wouldn't come back," she said.
"Sometimes they're Just scared
to death, but thev come."
GORIS SAID she sees a wide
variety of reactions when students come in.
She said students often come

in on an empty stomach and no
sleep. Then they see the blood
bags hanging there and wonder
why they have reactions.
''It's something a nurse might
call mild" Goris said, "but not
being a nurse, I'd call it severe!"
The Red Cross is already setting dates for next year's bloodmobile visits at the University.
Because of the good turnout last
week, Goris said they are asking
for five days in November next
year.
"It was a wonderful, rewarding week for us all," she said.
The bloodmobile will be back
for five days in February, five in
April and one in July or August.

I AMERICAN
<> CANCER
? SOCIETY

by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter

In what he called an idea
that would make Undergraduate Student Government
more accessible to the students, President Bob Wade
proposed to the general assembly last night a change in
the organization's structure.
Wade said USG presently
has a unicameral stucture
with all the at-large and district representatives and organizational representatives
acting as one body.
He proposed to change that
by increasing the number of
districts and making the district and at-large representatives one body and increasing
the number of organizational
seats and having them act as
a separate body.
"I had the idea in the back
of my mind when I was running for election," Wade said.

Students
to be mock
councilmen

"Some comments at the last
IUPC (Intra-University President's Council) meeting
brought it out."
Wade said the change is
presently lust an idea. He
added that lie will discuss the
issue internally with a few
USG members and won't take
a stance until after the next
IUPC meeting Dec. 3.
"We want to get the opinion
of the people at the IUPC
meeting," he said. "I talked
to about a half dozen organizations and I think they are
behind the idea."
Wade said he thought a
bicameral system would give
students more representation
and added other student governments such as the one at
Colorado State University,
which he said he heard is the
best student government in
the country, operate on a bicameral system.

by Ellen Zlmmerli
staff reporter

University students will act as
Bowling Green City Council
members in a city government
simulation Dec. 3.
In an attempt to familiarize
students with local government,
the Interfraternity and Panhellenic councils are sponsoring a
city council simulation open to
all students.
Randy Fox, leadership development chairman of IFC, said
the simulation will be an opportunity for students to learn now
the legislative process works.
"It's also a way for the student
body to reach out to the city
government and show we are
interested in certain issues," he
said.
One issue that ma v be on the
agenda concerns alcohol policies in conjunction with a local
ordinance discussed this summer in City Council.
FOX SAID he hopes to keep
the simulation as real as possible. Students will be briefed on
correct parliamentary procedure. They will have about two
weeks before the simulation to
meet with the official they will
represent.

When Autumn Winds Leave
You Hungry...
i

J

2 Medium Plzzaa
with 3 Itemi
lor only $7.75

■

on.' wid -it" Coupon CwyOvt Oni,

jaCFairoroCo.Inc

Explrea: IW»/M

"Fill 'er Up"
And we hope it stays that way. TNs
personalized money clip from the J & C Ferrara
collection makes an ideal gift tor any
occasion. Of, how about one for yourself to
help you hold on to those hard-earned dollars
Personalized money clip in sterling silver . . $ 29"
Available in 14K gold or a combination of
to
14K gold and sterling silver on special order.
eq*n

HKS Mon & Thurs 10-8

(gLaUeCasan

The mayor, seven council
members and the police and fire
chiefs will be represented in the
simulation.
Applications for positions are
available in 405 Student Services
and will be taken until Friday.
Fox said the selection panel is
mainly interested in an earnest
desire to participate and past
experience that may help. Selected students will be notified
Monday.
"Since this is the first time
we've done this," Fox said,
"we're lust going to play it by
ear." It it is successful, Fox
said, it will become an annual
event.

■ and receive a Loaf ol Craiy Bread
|
or 32 01. Son Drink
■
.
FREE
I
0"t- WW win Co***! Cwry-O* OM»
| Eiplrea "l»l—
'

come TO JMe Caesars
For A Great Meal
Bowling Green

yj**«tK>

JkWtXRYJlOAt

Tues. Wed • 10*

Outage fixed

112 Mercer St.
IMatcar al Wooatar bahlad McDonald .1

A Great Christmas Oft Idea!

Sir -105

BGN

£ Little
Buy any Large PlualPlue!

354-6500

■*£?

352-6691

Reduce your
taxes.
presents

COLLEGE QMS *

Steamboat

Support the
American Heart
Assentation.

A Package For Students That Like Skiing Or Just Love A Great Time

WITHOUT
THA NSrOBTA TION
M\( 4K> • - 12, IMS
(NON-STUDENTS ONLY)

Power was out briefly Sunday
morning in Harshman Quadrangle, the Ice Arena and the football field when an underground
conduit running across Mercer
Road near Mileti Alumni Center
collapsed.
Ken Nutter, systems supervisor for the city electric division,
said he was called in to aid
University maintenance personnel at 2 a.m. Sunday. Nutter said
a temporary overhead line had
been installed to serve the Ice
Arena and the football field.
A Toledo company replaced
the underground power lines
along Mercer from the Alumni
Center to the Ice Arena, then
east to the east end of the Ice
Arena last night, Nutter said.

SAVE ON OHIO'S
BEST PHOTO FINISHINGl
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Training techniques taught

Rec expands its weight program
by Carole Homberger
staff reporter

I News/Phil Masturzo

Pumping iron

Greg Herriman. senior sports management intern, instructs freshman
Laura Fitzpatrick on the proper use of the Nautilus super pullover
machine in the Rec Center weight room.
,

With a noted rising interest in
lifting weights, the Student Recreation Center has expanded its
Weight Awareness Program,
according to intern Greg Herriman.
Herriman, senior sports studies management major, said the
Rec Center has three weight
rooms and provides drop-in use
for any member of the Center.
"From what we can see, the
use of the weights has increased," he said.
Herriman said in the past, the
program generally did not provide much supervision for those
using weight machines. Now,
because of increased use, the
Rec Center has added a lot
more, he said.
"Most of the people who use
the weight rooms do not use
proper weight-training techniques," Herriman said.
He said to improve weight-lifters' ability, at designated times
during the week, he or a staff
member goes to all the weight
rooms and offers suggestions on
how to lift properly.
"We not only show them what
to do, but tell them why," Herriman said.

***************
*
CRANKER'S
* EATS & SWEETS
%
353-1890

He said an individualized program is also offered to anyone
who wants more help. In this
program, Herriman snows how
to strengthen and tone muscles.
He also shows specific exercises
relevant to any sport the person
wishes to get in shape for.
"SOMEONE CAME to me
wanting to get in shape for skiing," Herriman said. "I told him
what to concentrate on."
Herriman said anyone interested should contact him at the
Rec Center and they can decide
on a time to meet.
Herriman said he finds some
people abuse weights and injure
themselves because they do not
know proper techniques for using the machines.
Some of these people are less
than receptive to any type of
corrective supervision when I go
in there," be said.
He said he realizes there are
different training methods, but
when he sees someone abusing
machines, although it is hard, he
tries to get across the point of
lifting properly.
Not only is there danger of the
person hurting himself, but he

said if a machine breaks, it
sometimes takes months to fix.
"People don't realize how
much they (machines) cost," he
said. "We have eight Nautilus
machines altogether and one of
the most popular machines, the
double chest, costs $4,380
alone."

"With more efficient training,
you get more out of the time you
put in," Herriman said. This
also applies to all sports, he
said.

HERRIMAN SAID a person
gets better results by lifting
properly.
He said people complain about
not having time to exercise, but
he said they might as well exercise right if they are going to
take the time.

Herriman said times for
weight room supervision are
Monday through Friday 10 to
11:30 a.m. for individualized
training; Tuesday 6 to 7 p.m.;
Wednesday 8 to 9 p.m.: Thursday 2 to 3 p.m.; and Friday 2 to 4
p.m.

He added no one should feel
intimidated about using the
weight room.

AThanksgiving card is
, food for the heart
Share your feelings this holiday with friends
and family near or far with an
American Greetings Thanksgiving card.

1 FREE ITEff)
OF YOUR CHOICE
on any size pizza
ASK for It when ordering

■Jr (formerly Northend Pizza)
J now redeeming any old

pe*H».

■Jr Northend Pizzo coupons.
\
*

Nov. 14 - Nov. 18
FREE DELIVERY

DORSEY'S DRUGS
500 E. WOOSTER
"By the Tracks"

352-5166

*********"******

ONI COUPON »l » *!«»

VoiM Besi P.iio."BG
expires 12-31-84

AMERICAN GREETINGS

JOHN CARPENTER'S

In 1977 Voyager II
was launched into space,
inviting all life forms in the universe
to visit our planet.
Get Ready.
Company's Coming.

■■MJIW

SAVEUPTO$3J04
Choose our famous Rax Roast Beef sandwichDVxTM SCII1Usliced thin and piled high. Or our BBC™
sandwich featuring sliced roast beef,
bacon and cheddar-flavored sauce
WVMUKAIMTS
on a corn-dusted roll.

COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS

A MICHAEL DOUGLAS - LARRY J. FRANCO PRODUCTS
JEFF BRIDGES KAREN ALLEN
JOHN CARPENTER'S
STARMAN
CHARLES MARTIN SMITH RICHARD JAECKEL
"■ JACK NITZSCHE I ■ ■ MICHAEL DOUGLAS
BRUCE A. EVANS &RAYN0LD GIDEON
' BARRY BEF"
LARRYJ.FRAINCO ' JOHN CARPENTER

Rax

Regular Rax
Roast Beef

I
I
I
I

Sandwich

.99

(limit 4)

I
I
I
I

This offer not vahd with any other discount or
coupon Sales tax charger/where applicable
Offer good at participating
Rax Restaurants only
KM buurvn
COUFON UVBK3
EXMKS itviwvv
li/ll/M — ^BW
Lsgn
«
msTTORwrs

Beef.

Bacon & Cheddar
Sandwich
J. «0 -T (Umil 4)
This offer not valid with any other discount or
coupon. Sales tax charged where applicable.
Offer good at participating ■^L___
Rax Restaurants only
■%fW
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WIN A MUSTANG
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USED IN THE FILM "STARMAN"
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Tomczak says Bucks
must score 30 to win

Keep the letters coming

Tasteless trivia teasers from Toledo
As sports editor I get piles
of mail dumped on my desk
weekly. Some of it is very
informative, others nothing
but iunk.
A letter hit my desk
recently that went beyond
junk, more into the rediculous
stage. It was post-marked
Toledo, as in the University of
Toledo, and it made a futile
attempt to sway my respect
for Bowling Green football
coach Denny Stolz. It said:
Who loses more games
with less talent?
The answer to the first
question, according to the
anonymous writer, was none
other than Stolz. There were
more questions, but I'd like to
touch on them one at a time.
This letter came at an
opportune time, because Stolz
had just won his 44th game at
BG to catch up with his 44
losses to make him a .500
coach. In his 16 years at
Alma, Michigan State, where
his Spartans were ranked in
the Top 20 in the nation in 1974

and he was named Big Ten
Coach of the Year, and BG,
Stolz is 96-48-2. That mark
placing him among the top 20
active coaches in the nation.
IF AN 8-3 record is this
Krson's idea of a loser, than
obviously knows about as
much football as Bobby
Knight knows court-side
manners. The Falcons

compiled an 8-3 record last
season and are one game
away from doing the same
this year.
Prior to last year's 8-3
mark, Stolz led his Falcons to
a Mid-American Conference
Championship and to a trip to
the California Bowl.
As far as talent, it takes a

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Mike Tomczak, Ohio State's
quarterback, predicts a highscoring game when the Buckeyes go for the undisputed Big
Ten Conference college football
title and a Rose Bowl berth
against visiting Michigan on
Saturday.
"Well have to put at least 30
points on the scoreboard to win
the game," said the senior, who
has come back from a double
fracture of his leg in spring
practice to lead the Buckeyes to
an 8-2 overall record and leagueleading mark of 6-2.

Former BG coaches John
Stitt never won a game in his
one-year career, and Walter
Jean won only one game. The
great Doyt L. Perry, though
he compiled the best record
as a BG coach, never faced a
national power like an
Oklahoma State, Brigham
Young or Baylor as Stolz has
the last three seasons.
Perry faced the likes of
Lockboume AFB, Defiance
and Waynesburg, alone with
other conference members.

good coaching staff to recruit
the likes of record-breaking
Suarterback Brian McClure.
IcClure was looked at by
schools the caliber of Miami
of Florida and Ohio State.
MCCLURE'S IMPACT on
the football program will be
Eresent long after the junior
i gone. In recruiting, a star
athlete will look at the BG
tradition and compare it to
other schools. In making his
decision to attend he will
know BG has a wide open
scheme and he, too, wul want
to be a part of it.
Stolz himself recently said,
"we will never be as bad as
we used to be."

I hope this has been as fun
and educational for you as it
has been for me. And I hope to
see Mr. Anonymous Nov. 16,
1985 at next season's BG-UT
football game when McClure
will pass for over 300 yards as
the Falcons will demolish the
Rockets and clinch the MAC
title.

Who has the poorest record
in BG's history?

PASSPORT
PHOTOS
SPECIAL
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kinko's

a

valid only with coupon

(Mammoth Cave, Kentucky)
Nov. 16. 17, and 18
$20.00
Call 372-2343
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2 color or black S
white photos
3 minute service

" 325 WOOSTER ST.
354-3977 (Aero., from Toco Ball)
>
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GREAT STEREO
VALUES at
AUDIO CRAFT

NOVEMBER
15,16.17
The "electrifying"

SAVE 25°7o<&teEm

MYTH
BUGS

State-oMhe-Art Technology,
Performance and Value
Reviewers and critics agree lhai Polk
loudspeakers are your obvious choice if you're
looking for life-like musical qualit). world cttta
technology and unexcelled value. All Polk
loudspeakers are now on sale ai Audio Crafr
Come in and hear the difference, plus save a B>g
25*.
SDA-2 were III99.90'pr
NOW MW.90.-pr
SAVE 5300.00
Model I0B were 5649.90/pr
NOW $4S7.M/pr
SAVE $1*2.00
Model 4A were 5319.90/pr
NOW $239.90/pr
SAVE $10.00
Comparable savings on other models.

SATE 15% DENON

t^^"T7l71
C\\l]
4 J^^L^aBa^^L^i

Hart's a chance 10 buy better quality
stereo components, Denon, and SAVE
15*. All Denon components. Turntables.
Receivers, Cassette Decks and Separates
are on sale now at Audio Craft.
DRA-300 AM/FM Receiver were 1299 95
NOW $254.95
SAN r $40.00
DRA-400 AM/FM Receiver were $399 95
NOW $339.95
SAVE $60.00
DR-M2 Cassette Deck were $400 00
NOW $340.00
SAVE $60.00
DR-35F Turntable were $275.00
NOWS233.M
SAVEM2.00
Comparable savings on other models.

MAXELL UD XL-1C90 CASSETTES

$1.99 each

(Limit 6 ptt cn*(Onv€f)

NEW AUDIO CRAFT CUSTOMER BENEFIT.
WE DOUBLE THE TIME ON ALL FACTOR) WARRANTIES
ON PRODUCTS SOLD AT AUDIO CRAFT.
RAINCHECKS ON SPECIALS IF NOT IN STOCK

% audio craft
The Professional Audio Stores Since 1954
TOLEDO
5 21* Monnic Slrccl

HK5-.1547

Carousel
Beauty Shop
j

t WE CURL UP AND
DYE FOR YOU
^:

$5 HAIRCUTS
30S off PERMS
Ask for Peggy Or Susan

IHCH^RID'SCIAJBH

fnr mor« infnrmntin

FINDLAY
334 South Main Street

424-1191

Htim Hours l.iKd,. Wwkd.iv» N.vnn 9 KM. S.n 9 Hi \\l s >f) I'M
IMItyWididay.lt AM-8M Sat 9 >n \M ■ ? >n I'M

Thursday
210 N. MAIN

Friday

Saturday
NO COVER

Braiding Styles Available
140 E. WOMtor, 352-0*00
Mon.-Sat 8-5:30. Thura. W 8 p.m.

11/28/84

#REDK£N

Main Street Bar - Bob
The Copy Shop
Avery Vault Co.
Hankey Lumber
Coke
T.O.'s
Inter-fraternity Council
B.G.S.U. Students and Faculty
$M Sorority
AZ Sorority
ATA Sorority
The Media
Lori Wolfinger - Movie Rep.

Frank Sales T.V. and Appliance
Acme Distributors
Bee Gee Rental
UA0
Dorsey's Drug
Panhellenic Council
Greek Life
KKr Sorority
AXO Sorority (XX0X0)
The City of Bowling Green
TKE Fraternity
Dana Cocchiola - BG News
Jana Boysen - AT

ALL WHO CAME TO OUR "BEER
BLAST" AND DONATED MONEY
DURING THE WEEK.

NEXUS

MEADOWVIEW COURT
214 Napolean Rd.
3521195

Apartments available:
1 Furnished
Efficiency

1 Unfurnished
Efficiency

*225/month

*200/month

landlord pays gas
tenant pays electric

landlord pays gas
tenant pays electric

1 Bdrm.
Furnished Apt.

PI KAPPA PHI PROUDLY RECOGNIZES
THE FOLLOWING BUSINESSES AND
ORGANIZATIONS FOR THEIR
GENEROUS SUPPORT OF PROJECT
P.U.S.H.

Tomczak, a three-year regular, has completed 110 of 192
passes for 1,523 yards and nine
touchdowns. He ranks second to
Art Schlichter among OSU's total offense leaders with 5,604
C's, having surpassed twoHeisman Trophy winner
Archie Griffin last week.

Tomczak says that increased
parity the reason a
Opposing coaches Earle championship team will have at
Bruce of Ohio State and Bo least two league losses for the
Schembechler of Michigan tend third time in 88 years in the Big
to become conservative in this Ten.
bitter rivalry. Perhaps as a reHowever, Tomczak thought
sult, neither side has scored
more than 24 points since the before the season that Ohio State
Buckeyes' 50-14 rout in 1968 un- would be undefeated at this
point. The Buckeyes dropped
der Woody Hayes.
two road games, 28-23 at Purdue
"I'd be disappointed if we go and 16-14 at Wisconsin.
"I NEVER dreamed we'd get
conservative,'' Tomczak said.
"Ohio State plays best when its beat by Purdue and Wisconsin,"
offense is wide-open throttle. he said. "It just goes to show you
When that happens, I believe our how much parity there is in the
offense is by far the best in the Big Ten."
conference and one in the best in
The OSU leader was asked
the country."
about the chain of events SaturTOMCZAK REMINDED a day that pushed the Buckeyes
writer that the Buckeyes have back into first place in the conaveraged 51 points and yielded ference. Michigan State nipped
five points per game in their last Iowa 17-16 to knock the Hawktwo victories. However, those eyes from the top spot and Wiscontests were against Indiana consin beat Purdue 30-13,
and Northwestern, second divi- keeping the Boilermakers from
sion teams in the Big Ten.
a share of the lead.
"Somebody threw us a life
One of the reasons for the
Buckeyes' offensive success is preserver. We're trying to make
it to shore. Somebody is looking
the air game, he said.
"We've become more consis- out for us this year, he said.

Why don't people inBGgo
to games?
I don't know this one either,
but those that attend do so to
see McClure and company
play.

Who wins more games with
less talent?
The answer, according to
anonymous, was UT coach
Dan Simrell.
Come on, Dan, you'll never
make it in this league if you
don't get some real talent.

tent in our passing," Tomczak
said. "And the last two years, it
was primarily a tight end passing offense, with John Frank
here. It's spread out this year."

1-2 Bdrm.
Unfurnished Apt.

,

'265/month

*270/month
All utilities paid
—

Tenant pays gas ,
and electric
\

CW$T"MAS
rbR G«t*t -Ho^ws ,

ptx.
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Georgetown heads preseason poll
NEW YORK (AP) - Georgetown, the defending national
champion, was overwhelmingly
selected as the nation's No. 1
team Tuesday in the Associated
Press' preseason college basketball poll.
The Hoyas who return 7-foot,
two-time All-American center
Patrick Ewing as well as 84
percent of their offense from
last season when they won a
school-record 34 games against
three losses, received 55 firstplace votes and 1,248 rating
points from a nationwide panel
of 63 sportswriters and broadcasters.
Illinois was No. 2, followed by
DePaul, Indiana and Oklahoma.

Two longtime members of the
Top Twenty, however, were
missing.
North Carolina, which finished No. 1 last season before
losing in the NCAA tournament,
was 21st in the preseason - the
first time since 1972 that the Tar
Heels have not started a season
ranked.
And UCLA did not get a single
point in failing to make the preseason poll for the first tune
since it began an unprecedented
streak of seven straight NCAA
championships in the mid-1960s.
ILLINOIS, WHICH finished
26-5 last season and fell one
game short of the Final Four,
collected four first-place votes
and 1,044 points.

DePaul's Blue Demons, who
will be playing under a coach
other than Ray Meyer for the
first time in 42 years, had three
first-place votes and 1,038
points. Indiana, like Illinois a
member of the Big Ten Conference, garnered the only other
first-place vote and finished
with 994 points. Oklahoma,
which will face Illinois in the
Tipoff Classic Nov. 18, had 945
points.
Much-improved Duke, one of
three Atlantic Coast Conference
schools to make the Top Twenty,
was sixth with 848, narrowly
edging St. John's, 839, while
Memphis State, 753, Washington, 662, and Southern Methodist, 646, round out the Top Ten.

The Second Ten consists of
Nevada-Las Vegas, Syracuse,
North Carolina State, Louisiana
State, Virginia Tech, Arkansas,
Louisville, Kentucky, Kansas
and Georgia Tech.
Besides Duke, the ACC has
North Carolina State and
Georgia Tech in the Top Twenty.
Two other conferences - the Big
East, with Georgetown, St
John's and Syracuse; and the
Metro, with Memphis State, Virginia Tech and Louisville - had
three teams in the poll.
Of the 20 teams in the poll,
only three - North Carolina
State, Virginia Tech and
Georgia Tech - did not particiEte In the NCAA tournament
tyear.

REACH FOR THE STARS
$

3995 HI TOP

•34" LOW CUT

Play your best game in the new Converse*
Persuader1". Performance and quality features at a
value price.
Reach for the Stars. Reach for Converse.

COnVERSE

Chicago's Sandberg namedNL MVP
NEW YORK (AP) - Second
baseman Ryne Sandberg, who
led the Chicago Cubs to their
first championship in 39 years,
was named the Most Valuable
Player in the National League
yesterday, gaining 22 of the 24
first-place votes cast by the
Baseball Writers Association of
America.
Sandberg, who also had two
second-place votes, totaled 326
points in the balloting, easily

outdistancing first baseman
Keith Hernandez of the New
York Mets, who finished with
195. Batting champion Tony
Gwynn of the San Diego Padres
was third with 184 points. Hernandez and Gwynn each had one
first-place vote.
Chicago pitcher Rick Sutcliffe, a free agent after winning
the Cy Young Award earlier this
month, finished fourth with 151
points and left fielder Gary Mat-

thews, another Cub, was fifth
with 70 points.
Atlanta outfielder Dale Murphy, the NL MVP the past two
years, finished ninth this time
with 52*4 points.
Sandberg became the first
Cub to win the MVP Award in 25
years, since Ernie Banks won
consecutive awards in 1958-59.
and he was the first second
basemasn honored since Joe
Morgan of Cincinnati won in 1975

ALL EDUCATION MAJORS
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH
FALL SEMESTER, 1985
OR
SPRING SEMESTER, 1986
You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14,1984
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION
MEETINGS AT: 8:30.9:30,10:30,11:30 sun.
1; 1 1 3:30,4:30 p.m.
ATTENDONE MEETING

ATTENDONE MEETING

ATTENDONE MEETING

FALCON HOUSE

and 1976.
SANDBERG BATTED .314
with 36 doubles, 19 triples, 19
home runs, 84 runs batted in and
32 stolen bases as the Cubs captured the National League East
Division, their first title since
the team won the pennant in
1945.
Hernandez batted .311 with 94
RBI for the Mets and Gwynn
betted .351 with 33 stolen bases
for the Padres.

Sporu Shop
-Your AthlfKir Shor .ml Sporu
Apparrl Hradquanrra in B.C*

Full line active •ports apparel
for men, women & youth
Custom I -Shin Lettering
140 E. Wooster • Bowling Green • 352-3610
Hours: Moa.-Fr. 10:00 i.m. - 9:00 p.m.; Sat. 10:00 1.01. - 5:00 p.i

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING AT
FAIRLANE MALL
in Dearborn, Michigan
Dec. 8 - $6
Vans leave from Union Oval at 9:00
a.m., return approximately 7:30 p.m.
Sign up in the CJAO office or call 2-2343.
^^^»v^V'^v^^^fiH!^MPavf»^f%»r*^f*^» me r»»

ATTENTION
All BG News Friday Magazine
Writers:
MANDATORY MEETING
for Christmas Issue
Friday, Nov. 16, 3 p.m.
106 University Hall
New writers welcome!

$v-p , v>>

Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits
a,* auaui Ma n •*»«• c—•

fc'
*

ni.a.ma *«■ - «•«*
Ika a al n «■» • «■ S» ■#" M«a " " «•
■ObaoakM

Now that it's time to purcha
your college ring, think about
choosing the finest—a 14K gold
college ring from ArtCarved.
Designed and handcrafted for
lasting value, an ArtCarved 14K
gold college ring is now more
affordable than ever. For a limited time only, you can save $15
on the style of your choice. Stop
by to see the entire ArtCarved
collection and custom options.
Remember, it's your year
for gold!

CLASS RINGS

11/14 - 11/16 ljM p.m. University Bookstore

Date
Time
Place
DeposiTRequired. MasterCard or \fisa Accepted
C1984 ArtCamfl Class Rings

H.a.i*. an. taaa" a* *

a..i«aa<»»l»«»a,»
aaai
MMII.fl
i. M «MO* ^-a caa. a
HMibiain tahaaMha.
ba.aaW.raia.aNW

■ aa«t>a

$1.55

$1.55
2-PIECE
MEAL
I WlBII et CMcfcmi
(Orlg Recap* or Extra Cnapyl
MMIWA. MMM * Oravy

■ 2

• 1 laa a) CMeUa

• IhKMll ChlCM.
(Ong Haao. « Ertr. Oaovl

• man. Kan.. « H~n

2-PIECE
MEAL

2-PIECE
MEAL

2-PIECE
MEAL

(One "ace. or Eirtra Crapy)
■ •Srar>

I

of Chick*.
fOng ffcea. or Extra Crapy)

»WCM

'■■KiHilmnirMn
■ •MM)
Expires 11 /2B/84

EKp.es 11/28/84

■Now FeaturingFr.«h-Bak*d Buttttrmilk Bltcults Mad. From Scratch

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

.t^ntacky Fried Chicken
Port Clinton

(1020 N. Main - B.Q)
352-2061

Fremont

Classifieds
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VJMM PB AD. tVPBTBM DEeME TWO MYS * ADVANCE IT 4 P.H CAWWOTY EVENTS
Mi TW FMT MY FIB OF OWHE; SdsaiiWfT ADS CHARGED IT REOULAR RATE SCALE.
imwm PLACOWT sotnu APPEARS AS THE FUST usmc EVERT OTHER TUESOAY.
Nov 14. 1984

CAMPUSICITY EVENTS

Ride needed to New Jersey lor Thanksgiving
Wl pay gas S, aaklor Sue 372-1700 Leave'
4 I'm not there
DESPERATELY NEED RIDE TO SYRACUSE
OR ROCHESTER N Y FOR THANKSGIVING
WIL PAY LOTS OF GAS MONEY. CALL
PEGGY 354 8521

REC CLUB MEETING
THUHS. 1171IAV4
7:J0 tOO EPPLER NORTH
HOMWEES FOR ELECTIONS WILL BE TAKEN

AD Club Presents
Jan Moore
Topic: Direct Mall Mktg ■ Advertlalng
Wad. Nov. 14th a pm
Urn 100 8A Blog
Bavalnsss Attlra Waojailrad
•• ASSOCIATION FOR CAREER WOMEN ••
Keep Being thOM pizzas""
PRIZES lor top 2 salespeople
1) Engraved Crow Pen;
2) Darner lor 2 al Sundance
' Ordar lorma lo be turned i November 19 '
ATTENTION AD CLUB MEMBERS
Guest speaker tonight at 6:00 pm
11 7 BA Business attire
BaTheral
Attention BGSU Undergrade
PRAIRIE MARGINS wants your poetry. Ilclion,
literary criticism, art. and photography In
black and white. 125.00 prize lor beat submission In each category Submissions taken
In room 201 University Hall.
OeadRno: llmmtir 10.

Yapt Another Health Care Club mealing thle
Weds Nov. 14 at 8 00 Mary Lou Luke.
coordinator ol Wood County Hospice wil
apeak Fern toot We w* congregate afterward
at Sam B'a and socialize Bring your drinking
hat Queanone7Csl Amy 354-8172
CAPS AND GOWNS
John Buckenmyer. Director ol the University
Bookstore, would ska lo remind candidates lor
the December 22 commencement to peace
(ha* orders immediately for cap and gown
regale at the University Bookstore In the
Student Services Butdmg No cash is needed
al the time the measurements are taken Orders
may also be phoned in lo 372-2851
The Falcon Marching Band!
Capture the e.citement of the 1984 season.
ordar your atxim or cassette today1 Only
$8 00 ea Charge thru the Bursar Can U
Bands at 372-2181

Coma meat madia contacts of '84 at the
Woman In Communication New Qrad Panel.
7:10 Wednesday Nov. 14 In the Campus
Room, Union.

LOST Gold ft milestone bracelet
Has great sentimental value Reward.
Please cal 372-3888 aaklor Usa

GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AID FOR DETAILS WRITE
ACADEMIC RESEARCH. BOX 9128C. TOLEDO. OH 43897

MCAT PREPARATION
STANLEY H KAPLAN Educational Center
3550 Secor Rd. Toledo
HeXTOI

TUCKER TYPING 1 WORD PROCESSING
Cassette tapes, papers, resumes
Nancy 362-0609

FOUND Ladles watch on sidewalk between
Rodgers A Business BUg
Cat 354 1801 to derm

Abortion, pregnancy teats, student rates. Canter lor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-2557769

LOST MINOLTA CAMERA! REWARD FOR
RETURN! MINOLTA X-G 570 BRAND NEW
CALL 353-4834 ASK FOR SEAN

PERSONALS

$5
Does
not
include
shampoo

located in Stadium View Shopping Center

THE HAIR REPAIR

"Where quality comes first"

'

I

FREE SKATE
SHARPENING

Complete Hockey
Pro-Shop

I

[Downtown)
352-6264

T-SHIRTS • • T-orwRTS ■ ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES, ETC
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354 3098

WANTED:
Al adventurous people Interested si playing
D80, Trsvssor. Star Fleet Battles. Morrow
Protect. 8 many other games at BG's Official
Game Club- Fridays 6PM Off-Campus Student
Center, Moeeley Hal.
Greofcbuslsfs Guys 8 Gals
T-Shlrte 17.00 each
call ifM-6727, ssk for Brett
T-SHIRTS *" T-SHIRTS • ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES, ETC
FAST SERVICE, QUALITY, GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS, 354-3098

LIC Wendy Flower,
I am so excited that I got you-1 hope you're
excited to get me too. I cannot watt 'cuz
you're so greet, so be at lha Alpha XI house
tomorrow et 8:001
XI Love, Your anxious Hlgl
LOST: One hockey player named
BRIAN MCKEE
Last seen si New York It found please
return to BGSU
Love. Amy. JoAnne. Carol. Donna. Janna

WANTED
I NEED TO EAT1I
WIL BUY A COUPON BOOK FOR $65 CALL
MARY JO AT 372-5505. 372-0884.
or 372-2601

Mastercharge

Beer Balls

Female roommate needed to sublease apt.
very nice spt., close to csmpus, 1110 a
month. Csll 352-7871.

HELP WANTED
EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPER€NCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LAGUNAS P.O
BOX 2579). CHICAGO, IL 60626-0791,
I asaasasasaaaasasaw-

Little Kings
Kegs Beer &
Ale 55 12 oz.

-made fresh dally-

We Deliver 7 a.m. - 11 p.m.
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

11 JulSTntR„i.
58S&P11
"itonwlfv

THIS

FOR RENT

NEEDED. 2 Female roommates tor next
semester Nice apartment Close to campus

Cal 354-8860
3rd Ismata needed to sublet ig apt Close to
campus $tO0/mo plus ura Cal 354-8576. or

354-8356
1 OR 2 FEMALES TO SUBLEASE SPRING
SEMESTER 2 BDRM APT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS $110/MO PLUS ELECTRIC CALL
KIM OR TRACY AT 354-7654 AFTER
7 00 PM PLEASE
1 or 2 person efficiency apt to sublet Spring
Sam. Thurston Manor Apts Close to csmpus
354-7524

VHege Green Apartments
Now accepting accecattone lor
Spring S Fal Semesters
364-3633. 1 5 pm

Apt for rent this Spring Two bedroom, fum.
apt Heat, water, and cable TV paid lor Laundry
lacahes. perking lot t bete storage provided
$540'semester with tour persons
Cal 362-7182 ask lot Rich

Hole 'n one Donuts

55 12 oz.
Servings

ACBOSS

THIS COUPOW GOOD PO*

Beer sign. Soviet flag. Sat ol weights. Paper
cutter, Trivial Pursuit gams, Binoculars. Voeeybal net. Craftsman drfl For Safe 364-6023

1 or 2 F. non-smoker
For Sp Sam '85. 649 6th
Cal 364-7592

Genesee

I SEE.!..

Vr

1980 Ford Fairmont- Good Condition. New
battery $2800 3 Ssatsf couch $60.
Cal 364-7106

Female roommate needed. House close to
csmpus. own room, furnished. Dec rsnt paid.
8125 mo plus 1/3 utl 362-8849

• All 2 liter Pop in store $ 1.1 9
• Cany K-l Water White Kerosene
• Pepitos • Jalapeno, Jalapeno and
cheese, and Toasted Tortilla flavors

CLIP THESE MONEY SAVING COUPONS.

Cal Keva-i 354-8365

Need 2-4 people to aubtet 2 bdrm apt. for
Spring asm. Close to campus Cal 364-7666,
beat atssr 6pm.

open 24 hrs.
996 S. Main St. 352-0534 ♦♦♦♦'
Cigarettes 83' -t-tax
Generic 61*
+tax
Century 91*
+ tax

Union "76'
Visa

Let us make one, just for you.
We start with all the fresh things you love in a salad, add mildly seasoned
ground beef, real cheddar cheese, and rich sour cream. Then we serve it
up in a bowl that's a flaky flour tortilla shell.
You'll love every bite.
So come on in to Taco Bell and ask for our
tasty New Taco Salad. Then get cracking.

I Stereo equip al still under warranty Yamaha
I R900 Receiver 70 watts $350 Boss 601
Speaker System $400 Wei take best offers

FIJI SPAGHETTI DINNER
NOV. IMh 2-7PM
ST. THOMAS MORE CHURCH
TO BENEFIT WOOD LANE SCHOOL

BEER AT STATE MINIMUM
BARNEY'S CONVENIENCE MART

The salad in the bowl you can eat.

•77 Firebird new trans, Was. sxheuet. radiator,
battsry. others needs engine work $760. Cal
372-0139 MWF AM

Hey You Sigma NUB- Gotta love those DZ
boxer shorts! Thanks lor a fantastic time1
Love, the Dee Zee's

New Shipment ol Guys
Lev* Jean Jackets
Jeans N Things. 631 Ridge
Opevi tonight 118 00

Take a crack at our
New Taco Salad.

10-spaed Red Unfvege Custom Maxima
6 months old, $130
Cal 372-3670 aaklor M

One female needed immeokitety or spring
semester to sublsaae a 4 parson apartment
$125 mo plus utl spit 12 ways 13 spts in this
house). Close to campus Dec rent paid Cal
Unda P 372 0341

NANCY OAVtS. KYM JOHNSTON. STEVE
DETTMER. 8 THE LATE GREAT NATE:
REMEMBER PAYBACKS ARE SO SWEET!
LOVE. UNOA LOVELACE MILLER

131 W. Wooster

FOR SALE

Touch a reaching hand! Be a Peer Advtaori
Coeego of Health & Community Services
Appecahons avasabte-102 Health Center
Due Nov 19

MAUREEN JOYCE
I'M SO GLAD YOU'RE MY DATE FRIDAY
NIGHT IS GOING TO BE GREAT' LOVE JIM

I

Efficiency to sublet lor Spring Semester
2 1/2 minutes from campus S190/mo.
Includes utSHaa. Cal 364-7474

Hey Alpha Sig Quarter Players
We had a great time Friday night
How about a rematch?
Love. The 8th t Elm Alpha Dells

Fun! Challenging! Enerclse!
intramural Coed Welleyball entries due
November 14th by 4:00pm at 101 Student
Rsc Center. Come In end sign up now.

.

Female Models
Pay is negotiable
For mors Information cal 599-5245

Luxurious efficiency apartment smal but private. Onty $190 00 includes utfaosa New
fridge, but no stove Hot plate slowed, or you
connect on campus Furnished, cable, comfortataa. Cal MM at 272-2601 (leave number if
I'm not there )

MATT WINKLEJOHN
WAY-TO—GO. CONVICT. YOU DID IT
AGAIN. 00 THE COPS KNOW YOU ON A
FIRST-NAME BASIS? TAKE THIS TO HEADQUARTERS NEXT TIME AS A "GET OUT OF
JAIL FREE" CARD.
THE MEN OF PIEDMONT

while you wait with the
purchase of any stick.

STEVE
FROM ONE BUD LOVER TO ANOTHER!
LOVE YA, 8U8HE
Sundance Presents"
1/2 price appetizers
Every Sun-Tlaae. lOpm-lam

MARKET RESEARCH FIELD WORK
AVAILABLE IN
BOWLING GREEN
TRANSPORTATION ESSENTIAL
FLEXIBLE HOURS
666-8412

TAKE A DAY OFF FROM SMOKING...
■• OREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT ••
THUR8. NOV. 18
Sam-2pm
UNION FOYER
8E THERE!

UV TRACY DELUCA
The hunt haa stsrlad-l'm lorced to watt. I love
you, little. I think you're great! I'm psyched
and ready lor you to sea. Who I am. Which
Alpha XIT Come to the house tor a due (not
late). Hurry, little, tomorrow at 8:001
XI Love. Your anxious Baa.

ATTENTION: LISA MOES
May good looking, I'm down In Florida
walling lo g*. cookln1. This last y«*r
ha* ba-tn »ary apaclal and IIS only
lha beginning Happy Annh>arury 4
20th Birthday.
I Low You 11 Brad

"Artmclel Preservatives. ArttMctsI Coloring.
ArirHdal Tsste"- Typical words on moat
processed rood labels Any parallel to your
Christian Ufa? II some of your friends were
asfcad to describe you, would they say
"Artificial Parson"? Come toss us for
Thursday Night Use to learn what ft means
so be real In the Imitation of Christ
7:30pm, this Thursday, 2nd floor Union.
Sponsored by Csmpus Crusade For CtSTJwt

WEDNESDAY VIDEO
lACHOSSE TOURNAMENT; SIGMA ALPH|
EPSILON BED RACE- show starts at
0pm CHECK OUT OUR REG WED NIGHTl
DRINK PRICES 18 YEAR OLDS WELCOME
EVERY NIGHT
MAIN STREET

Foots typing, excellent quality, SI per pageDS, on campus pick up 4:30pm M-F. Call Mrs.
Fouls M5-257»

RUTHIES SEWING > ALTERATIONS
Hemming new skirts A dresses Letters sewn
on Garments must be clean 352-7268.

I

Congrats to BOSU's Club Hookey Team on
your victories over Cktv Jr Barons & Eastern
Micrageni Congrats to leading scorer Gary
Brush too1

Resumes
ATTENTION SENIORS! Graduabng soon7 Csl
the area's moat comprehensive resume service Also providing expert job-search
assistance and referral NORTHCOAST
CONSULTANTS. PERRYSBURG. OHIO.
1419)874-3732

LOST WOMAN'S RED JACKET ON NOVEMBER 2 IN LOT 6 PLEASE CALL BETH AT 24885.

Good Nov. 14
thru Nov. 17
bring coupon

CONGRATS DOROTHY AND PHIL ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT WE WISH YOU ONLY THE
BEST'
8. C. t K

SERVICES OFFERED

Always at Sundance*!!
Long Island lead Taa
P.u> awry hind ol Margarita $1.50

Hours
M-9:30-5:00
T-Thur-9:30-6:30
F-9:30-7:00
Sat-9:30-4:00

I lust wanted to say.. Have a wondrous
Birthday!! You're the best"
Love, US Bates

FIJI SPAGHETTI DINNER
NOV. IB 2-7 PM
ST. THOMAS MODE CHURCH
TO BENEFIT WOOO LAME SCHOOL

OJ and SUPERSOUND SYSTEM for PARTIES.
DANCES FORMALS Cal STEVE. 535-0896
or 242-4682

Reg. $10

WEDNESDAY VIDEO
LACROSSE TOURNAMENT; SIGMA ALPHA
EPSILON BEDRACE- show starts at 10pm
CHECK OUT OUR REG WED NIGHT
DRINK PRICES 18 YEAR OLDS
WELCOME EVERY NrGHT
MAIN STREET

Big Kathy Mixer
You don't know how much you mean to me
You're the beat!
DZ Love ft mine. La" Beth

LOST it FOUND

Haircut

OFFENHAUER Ft AS YOU ARE WINNERS"!

BGSU
Maichmg Band Concert
Sun Nov 18- 3pm
S2/ST - Anderson Arena
Tickets avassOU at the door

RIDE NEEDED TO MIAMI UNIVERSITY
FRIDAY. NOV. 16th
OASIS
CALL BARB 354-5212

WASHINGTON DC... FULL SEMESTER'S
CREDIT.. INTERNSHIP IN YOUR FIELD...
SUMMER, FALL OR SPRING... CALL 372-0202
TO LEARN MORE!

ATTENTION BUSINESS MAJORS
Coma to the BA Foyer Tuesday and Wednesday thle week and donate to the Turkey Day
Teacher Award Quite a lew Ouamesa teachers
are up lor this 'prestigious' award Sponsored
by Delta Sigma PI Al proceeds donated to Red
Cross
COME AND LEARN ABOUT
BACCHUS
ALCOHOL AWARENESS ORGANIZATION
WED. 8 30- 110 BA
EVERYONE WELCOME

Glass City Record Show
Find that record you've always wanted
Buy- Set- Trade
Sun Nov 18
HoUay mn 1-76 Parryaburg
10-6 pm Admission $1 50

■0 City Government on Strike
Dec 3rd- We need student!'
Applications can be picked up
In SOS Student Services

Rktt needed to the Cleveland Exit 12 area.
November tetn Cal Hekt 372-4488.

Non-Tradhlonal Students Association
meeting 4-5 pm and M pm. Tatt Room Jrd
Itoor Union. Thursday November i s, 11(4. All
Non-Traditional students come and contrlbula your Ideas and give your input.

You've been a truly Wondrous friend these peal
tour years Our friendship la one thing we can
always depend on You've bean axe a sister to
ma! Have a graal 22nd birthday11
I love ye. Hun. Been

1

'

if

1?

213 bdrm house lor rent Snmedlately
or 2nd asm. Partial utatJee.
352-8992- Keep pyng
Houses ft Apartments
dose to campus tor 86-86
school year 1-267-3341
2 bedroom apsrtmsnt available on 3rd Street
Cal 352-4380

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PU7JLE
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COLLEGIATE CHORALE
ALL-U-CAN-EAT
SPAGHETTI DINNER
RSENTErUA-SMENT
N0ToTT!bw18th3:0M:00prn
First Presbyterian Church
126 S. Church Street
TkMcPMrti 2-0*1
ANi$t»itDoor

